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INTRODUCTION
This issues paper describes in detail the practicalities of constructing a tram/light rail
network (that could be branded something like ‘SydneyTram’) in inner Sydney on a
line-by-line basis, with particular emphasis on the ‘transition’ period (that is, the time
during which lines are constructed prior to commissioning).
There are three start-up projects now commonly identified in existing studies:
1. Project One: Extension of the existing MLR line (Central-Lilyfield) to
Dulwich Hill and to Circular Quay via Sussex Street. This project is partly
underway. However, in order to be fully effective in replacing buses in the
CBD a double track extension from Hay Street to Circular Quay along George
Street is essential. This will be a top priority for a new Government.
2. Project Two: Construction (reinstatement) of a line from the CBD to Bondi
Beach via Oxford Street. This work to be undertaken in two separate stages:
Stage 1: Between Bondi Junction and Bondi Beach as an initially discreet
suburban line. This stage is a very high demand sector which is currently an
overloaded, congested and an operationally expensive bus corridor. This stage
would be an ideal demonstration of the capabilities of modern light rail in a
suburban context to address the emerging and currently inadequatelyaddressed transport needs of major dense suburban areas not served by heavy
rail.
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Stage 2: This stage would link Bondi Junction to the CBD via Oxford Street
(Paddington and Darlinghurst), enabling an appropriate public transport
service to be provided through high density areas currently not serviced by rail
and encouraging regeneration of the Oxford Street small business retail strip.
The enhanced link from Darlinghurst to Bondi Junction would also foster
further private investment in the Bondi Junction commercial centre.
3. Project Three: Construction (including reinstatement) of a south-eastern
system between the city and Randwick, Maroubra and La Perouse,
commencing with a first stage connecting the CBD with Randwick and
Central with Maroubra Junction. This larger project would have a longer
construction lead-time than project 2 (Bondi) and thus would be the third
sector to enter operation; as such it would benefit from prior design,
construction and operational experience on the first stage of project 2.

GENERAL ISSUES
The distinguishing feature of the above light rail extension proposals is that these new
lines will be running for a considerable part of their lengths on public streets and
roads. This is a distinct difference from the existing MLR line that is almost entirely
on a former railway easement, with only a short street section at its city end. This will
bring new (for Sydney but common in other major cities) challenges in terms of
use/sharing of public streets and interface with roadside landuse. These issues were
covered in some detail in the author’s 2008 paper on the subject (Prescott 2008: ‘A
practical scheme for light rail extensions in inner Sydney’, Transit Australia, Nov
2008, Dec 2008, Jan 2009.) and that detail will only be summarised here.
Track
The methodology for design, construction and operation of street tramway systems
has changed radically since the original systems were built during the last century.
Although built to ‘light’ railway standards, their construction invariably involved
major (often total) occupation of roadways during construction and, during operation,
traffic was subordinated to the tramway as traffic was halted while passengers
boarded and exited trams and crossed the roadway to the footpath.
Today, construction is often by simpler ‘top-down’ methods (rails set in mass
concrete) that involve minimal disruption of the road surface, while operation makes
use of ‘platforms’ (about 30-35 cm high) that can safely hold waiting or disembarking
passengers in preparation for crossing the road via marked pedestrian crossings,
reducing the disruption to other road traffic and improving passenger safety. The
major issue is relocation of services that might be under the road and, in Sydney’s
case, the removal of exiting tramlines that are buried under the road surface (these
cannot be reused unfortunately). However, a bonus is that there may not be many
services located under former tramlines that the new routes will largely follow. The
UITP guideline on relocation of services is here:
http://www.uitp.org/mos/corebrief/CB_Deviation-en.pdf
(clickable link in electronic version of this report)
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Overall, the process of preparing the road, laying the tracks and reinstating the surface
has been shown overseas to take about a week in any specific short section. In
Australia, the Melbourne operators (Yarra Trams) have the proven expertise to engage
and supervise skilled contractors with proven experience and capability to
undertake this sort of work with minimal disruption and should be called upon, at
least for advice, rather than trusting to inexperienced contractors as was the
unfortunate case with construction of the MLR line.
It should be noted that design for tram/light rail is today strongly integrated with street
architecture and landscaping (urban design) to improve the overall civic ambience:
e.g. track set in grass lawn or cobblestone surfaces rather than cement and tar,
pedestrian-friendly corridors rather than multiple lanes of high speed traffic, traffic
calming, cycleways, and so on.
Power supply
The erection methods for overhead wiring have not changed substantially (the use of
‘cherrypickers’ being the modern equivalent of the old ‘tower wagons’) but roadoccupation for this purpose is fairly minimal. It can be noted that modern overhead
wiring designed to interface with pantographs, rather than the old style trolley pole, is
very light and constant-tension, with few visible fittings compared to that of old
systems, so it makes little visual impact on the urban landscape, certainly when
compared to the ‘forests’ of overhead electricity and telecommunications wiring and
poles prevalent in Australian cities. In those sections where stanchions are required,
attractive designs can be used or the wiring can be anchored from the street-lighting
system as shown in this video (which also shows a platform, pedestrian crossing and
the now-common practice of attractive use of grass lawn around the tramlines):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bmbNsgFYxc&NR=1
(clickable link in electronic version of this report)
In the longer-term, on-board technology is being developed that will allow trams to
move without wires if that is required in any ‘scenically’ sensitive sections. In-ground
power systems are not preferred at this stage due to their high cost, maintenance and
vulnerability to failure. This advice reflects the current practice of the majority of
light rail operators worldwide that are not financially or nationally tied to the testing
of prototype devices and techniques irrespective of commercial and operational cost
considerations. As the technology further develops this situation may change, but at
present the use of proprietary systems that tie the operator to one manufacturer’s tram
is not recommended.
Finally, substations will have to be erected at appropriate points. With the evolution
of solid-state electronics and the widespread availability of underground high voltage
distribution networks these are not the major structures they used to be.
Stops
The easy-access (‘DDA-compliant’) stop is now universal for modern and new-start
tram systems. The MLR is already 100% level accessible and any additions to the
current system would maintain this standard.
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The issues with stops are comprehensively covered in the author’s 2008 paper, but, in
summary, they would require either island platforms in wide streets or drive-over
platform ramps (known as ‘Vienna platforms’) in narrower streets, in both cases as
side-island pairs. In addition, my 2010 submission to the Shadow Minister (Prescott
2010: Practical implementation of a light rail network in inner Sydney) described the
space-saving and even safer offset line alternative in which one ‘platform’ is
incorporated in the footpath while the other is on the road side. On most wider roads,
traffic lanes can be readily-preserved on either side of tram platforms through some
lane-slewing or prohibition of parking at tram stops; on narrower roads traffic drives
over the ‘Vienna platform’ when a tram is not stopped there. Tramlines and their
platform stops will not preclude vehicle lanes, contrary to the views often stated in
anti-light rail propaganda.
On a couple of the lines described in this paper, the possibility of underground stops is
suggested in sections where the line is undergrounded (notably on the south-east premetro through Kensington and past University of NSW). Underground tram stops,
although a very simple, basic construction compared to an underground railway
station (with ramps/stairs to the surface, thus avoiding the need for powered escalators
and lifts), are generally considered undesirable in tram systems because they detract
from the level accessibility provided by surface stops and introduce the need for
security supervision, unlike the highly visible surface stops. Underground stops were
fashionable for a time in some European systems between the 1950s and 1980s but
the strong trend now is to keep light rail infrastructure on the surface where it is
convenient, accessible, visible and safe for its users. However, stops slightly below
surface level in an open cutting and visible from above are acceptable in appropriate
situations (e.g. where the tracks are depressed to pass underneath a cross-road). The
pros and cons of underground stops are discussed under the relevant sections on the
respective lines below.

Centre stop diagram
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Centre stop in Melbourne

‘Vienna’ or drive-over stop in Melbourne
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Offset lines and stop diagram

Offset lines and stop in Grenoble
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Depots and termini
Much of the urban form of inner Sydney evolved around the trams that the buses
replaced. So we still have in place tram depots and terminus arrangements that are
now used by buses. As the proposed new tram routes would replace major trunk bus
services, the need for buses (and thus storage of them) would dramatically reduce.
This would make space available at the depots (specifically Waverley, Randwick and
Leichhardt) for trams, either shared with buses or exclusively (with new bus facilities
being established elsewhere). Existing tram storage sheds at these locations could be
reused, or the land used for construction of new storage facilities.
Terminus arrangements are a significant determinant of the capacity of a tramline.
Basic stub-termini (dead-end tracks), such as used in Melbourne, enable a certain
level of line capacity (frequency of trams), determined by how long it takes to reverse
a tram and return it in the opposite direction. As demand increases, this arrangement
can be expanded by the addition of more terminus tracks (if road space allows it) or
by means of a loop at the terminus that enables trams to be returned at intervals as
close as seconds apart if required. The former Sydney tram system used many such
expanded terminus arrangements and the Crown land on which terminus loops were
located fortunately still survives in the eastern suburbs (and should not be sold or
developed). At the CBD end, tracks were (and would be) looped around city blocks as
frequencies would soon be too high for stub termini to be effective for very long. It is
vital that the potential for expanding capacity be retained at terminals (particularly
loop areas).
Capacity will be a critical consideration in a Sydney system as it should be borne in
mind that it will have the potential to become the largest new-start light rail system in
the world in terms of its potential patronage as a system that serves the CBD and inner
suburbs of a large world city (of 4.5 million people). No other new-start system serves
a remotely comparable market. Even the new light rail lines in London and Paris only
serve outskirt areas. It would be a mistake to not allow for substantial additional
capacity in planning a Sydney system.
Safeworking
Safeworking is the industry term for regulating the operation of a rail system in a safe
manner. With heavy rail it is by means of a complex signalling system. With
tram/light rail that operates on-street it is by the simpler means of the prevailing road
regulations (in Australia generally the Australian Road Rules standard) and the driver
manages the vehicle by line-of-sight, like a motor-vehicle driver. (Modern trams have
exceptional and safe acceleration and braking systems just like motor vehicles.)
Unfortunately in NSW, with its lost experience of tram-operation, the former
Department of Transport imposed a heavy-rail signalling system on MLR in the 1990s
which, together with a ludicrous 20 kph street speed limit, have combined to
significantly slow the operation down (which is what the anti-light rail
Government/bureaucracy wanted). Subsequently, the MLR has also been subsumed
under the Rail Safety Act. A new Government needs to urgently review/remove these
restrictions and ensure that they do not apply to the new extensions in the city and
east. The Australian Road Rules and line-of-sight safeworking are perfectly adequate
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for a light rail system running on street and roadside reservations. It is imperative
that Government oversight of light rail safety (which must be differentiated from
heavy rail safety) should be based on world's best practice and for light rail this
equates to the implementation of European standards and practice.
Roadside landuse
As a general point, it is now well-proven internationally that light rail is a notable
stimulant of urban development and renewal. This benefit will unquestionably also
follow in Sydney. However, in the ‘transition’ period, we will have to address fears
and prejudices that, while often unfounded, can have a political impact. The most
prevalent of these fears in Sydney and Melbourne is loss of street parking that is
perceived to adversely affect the trade of roadside retailers and other businesses.
In reality, a public transport system has the potential to bring many more customers to
such businesses than the small number of cars that can be fitted into the limited
parking space. However, it is politically important to ‘smooth the way’ so that such
opposition does not obscure the greater and long-term benefits of the new system.
In the proposed new system for inner Sydney there are actually not many narrow
points at which the tramline/roadside parking space conflict occurs. The notable
instances are Oxford Street at Bondi Junction and Bondi Road (but not the wider
section of Oxford Street from Darlinghurst to Woollahra) and Randwick (Belmore
Road/St Pauls). In reality then, it is a couple of ‘hotspots’ rather than the kilometres of
shopping streets that is the case in parts of inner Melbourne, where it is an ongoing
raging controversy. (A similar controversy occurred in Bondi Road where a clearway
has now been created for the existing bus services.)
The solution to the issue was proposed in the author’s 2008 paper: provision of
parking at the rear of such commercial strips, whether in side streets or by resumption
of allotments to create small carparks. (This has in fact often been done by Sydney
Councils for years – e.g. Randwick, Gladesville.) If these measures are implemented
in tandem with the project start-up then some grief can be avoided after operation
commences.
Motor traffic
It is considered that, on past form, the greatest opposition and complaint about a new
light rail system will come from motor vehicle users. Again, there will be a long-term
benefit that will greatly reduce the need for car use in the inner city but, politically,
there will be a need to address opposition that may be quite intense and well-backed
(including opposition from a Government agency, the RTA).
Again, the author’s 2008 paper proposed a smooth rather than confrontational
approach and this is physically quite possible in the inner suburbs. The necessary
exclusion of traffic from the CBD, however, is going to have to be fairly emphatic
and it will not be possible to avoid political controversy. However, in this case it will
be a matter of talking with business and property stakeholders and bringing them
onside. There is no doubt that, in reality, such stakeholders (particularly through their
industry bodies) readily see the need for such changes to ensure that the Sydney CBD
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survives as an efficiently functioning and attractive world city. It should not be a hard
argument to win.
In practical terms, there will be a need to stem inflow of traffic from these sources in
particular:
•
•

Diverting traffic from the north to bypass the city via the western and eastern
distributors rather than entering the CBD (and encouraging park-and-ride
change to public transport further out).
Stemming the flow of traffic across the city: by managing traffic light
sequences to facilitate the north-south movement of public transport and at the
same time constrict east-west car movement; and by making the cross-city
tunnel toll-free and putting the toll (congestion charge) on the surface crossstreets (notably King/Market/Park/Bathurst/Liverpool) instead.

(A supporting planning measure should be to restrict the amount of parking provided
in new CBD developments to discourage the use of cars for journeys into the CBD.)
In inner-Sydney and suburban areas, there would be a need for rejigging the traffic
management regime to ensure that trams have both separation and priority, two of the
key requirements for success of a light rail system. This restructure should preferably
be managed by a team under the transit coordination authority, rather than the RTA,
which has a bias towards facilitating motor traffic movement.
The main practical measures will be ensuring that tramlines are not intruded on by
motor traffic (this is referred to as ‘separation’), particularly by turning traffic at
intersections. Turning lanes cannot be on tram tracks and, if there is no road space for
a turning lane adjacent to the tram tracks then right-turning traffic can be routed via
an ‘around-the-block’ turn or a hook turn, both readily-achievable alternatives. Traffic
light sequences also need to give genuine priority to public transport, unlike the
present sham.
There are no points along the proposed system at which such solutions cannot be
readily implemented. In reality, the constraints on motor traffic after implementation
will be subtle rather than radical. Many examples of the same type of change have in
fact already been implemented (notably bus lanes) and motorists have already adapted
to these.
Construction issues
Construction work would be subject to the normal regulatory constraints governing
noise, vibration and so on, with provision made for diversions, pedestrians, motorists,
deliveries and continuation of existing public transport services. The important thing,
as emphasised previously, is to give the job of construction to teams experienced in
the speedy and low-impact delivery of tram/light rail infrastructure (in Australia this
expertise would generally be available from Melbourne). If done properly, it will be
generally possible to minimise road openings and work intensely on a section-bysection basis, bringing each section to completion before moving onto the next, rather
than closing complete streets for months to build a whole line from start to finish.
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Trams
As for all other aspects of the project, due to Sydney’s specific operating environment
it is important that the Government have final authority over tram specification which
should be subject to independent technical evaluation rather than simply accepting
(for example) any proposition from a private build-and-operate consortium. It is also
important that national uniformity (guided by the Melbourne standards) be sought in
areas of vehicle dimensions, track and platform clearances etc. This will enable trams
to be interchanged if required for specific events like Olympics or World Cups (just as
buses are) and opens up future potential for joint orders to achieve savings in vehicle
costs.
The political issue of local manufacture/assembly is also one to note. In spite of the
best international trade theory that highlights the importance of specialisation, there is
often countervailing political pressure for local jobs, which can be costly. The fact is
that Australia no longer has a specialised tram-manufacturing/assembly industry,
while Europe has huge specialised experience in this field. At present, it is better,
cheaper and quality-assured to import trams from Europe rather than attempt to set up
local production or CKD assembly (including necessary testing facilities) with a
factory that has no previous experience or expertise and will not be able to maintain
continuous production as there will only be sporadic orders for a product that lasts 3040 years – and furthermore in the context of a heavy rail industry that is moving in the
other (imported) direction. There will be plenty of jobs in ongoing maintenance of the
trams and future rebuild/modernisation projects. This will enable experience to be
regained over a period of years, after which there may be the prospect of local
manufacturing (though not necessarily in NSW) when enough Australian cities have
light rail systems to again support a design/construction industry.
Studies and advice
Any future consultancy and design works commissioned by and paid for by
Government needs to be performed by practitioners with demonstrable experience in
modern and successful light rail systems. As the majority of consultancies these days
are internationally-based, there are many such firms available for such work rather
than just the current limited number of local consultancies that are either
inexperienced in this field (or experienced only in heavy rail) or do not staff the
consultancy project with personnel with appropriate and/or adequate experience. Such
expertise would presently be sourced from Europe, but with some also available in
Melbourne. It is imperative that any firms engaged be competency-audited by an
independent group selected by the new Government prior to their engagement and
that this group should maintain a watching brief throughout the consultancy. This is
partly to ensure that light rail projects are not over-specified to costly heavy rail
standards.
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LINE-BY-LINE ISSUES
Inner West (Project One)
Work on this sector is already in progress under the present government but it will
necessary to keep watch to ensure that the project is implemented effectively. There
are already indications that the project is being approached as a heavy-rail project,
like the existing MLR, with too much emphasis on technology and over-engineering
and too little on cost-minimisation, interchange arrangements and issues that will
attract public patronage and comfortable use of the new system. Being a former rail
easement, there are no significant construction or operational impacts that need to be
addressed and it should be a simple project if managed properly.
At the city end, the RTA will undoubtedly attempt to have a hand in the section from
Hay Street to Circular Quay and this may have an adverse effect on operation. It will
be important to ensure that all the proper design is implemented, particularly sideisland platforms (these would have to be drive-over type in Sussex Street), complete
separation and traffic light priority. Hopefully, little will be completed before March
2011 so a new Government should have the opportunity to make good any design and
planning deficiencies. Establishing a strong working relationship with the Council of
the City of Sydney by means of a joint working and control group may well enable
the new Government to overcome the intransigence of the RTA and demonstrate that
the new Government is listening to and making its decisions based on the needs of the
people rather than the bureaucracy.
The project also includes recommendations for a new depot site that will be needed
for an expanded tram fleet when the CBD extensions (including George Street) are
fully implemented, but all of the recommended sites would sterilise potentially
valuable development/urban renewal sites (including the former Rozelle goods yard
where the proposed metro depot was to be situated). Again this recommendation
reflects a heavy-rail approach. The lighter construction and tighter radius
performance of light rail vehicles opens up a number of potential depot sites that may
well have additional operational benefits. For example, this author has proposed reuse
of the former Leichhardt tram depot, located within the Leichhardt bus depot, to avoid
such land-sterilising impacts (see my previous submission to the Shadow Minister).
The gap in the present proposal is completion of a CBD loop via a line right along
George Street. This is a vital key to relief of city congestion/bus replacement that a
new Government needs to address. Sydney City Council has already done much
design analysis for this section and is well equipped to assist the new Government to
address any construction and operation impacts. As stated in my previous submission
to the Shadow Minister, it is important that responsibility for operation of traffic lights
in the CBD be given to City Council, not the RTA, in line with the holistic traffic
management practised in European cities with good public transport systems.
Eastern line to Bondi (Project Two)
This line is fundamentally a reinstatement of a very busy line that existed since the
nineteenth century and the pattern of development – shopping centres, housing, even
street alignments - reflects the huge influence that the tramways had. Furthermore,
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continuing in the same vein, this is also currently Sydney Buses’ most heavily-used
bus route where passenger demand exceeds the practical efficiency level of bus
transport, a consequence of the mistaken decision made in the 1950s to covert the
route from tram to bus.
The original line went down the centre of Elizabeth Street, Oxford Street, and Bondi
Road, with a later branch along Birriga Road at Bellevue Hill serving North Bondi.
Birriga Road was actually designed for the tramway in conjunction with housing
development underway in the early twentieth century. As outlined in the author’s
2008 paper, it is a legitimate alternative route to Bondi Beach. It was six lanes wide
with adequate provision for both motor traffic and parking. Similarly, Oxford Street
was widened to form a broad six-lane boulevard from the city to Woollahra where the
tramway entered a central reservation alongside Centennial Park. (The RTA
subsequently took some of this reservation to add even more road lanes to Oxford
Street so those lanes would need to be taken back.)
Where Oxford Street enters Bondi Junction at Waverley Depot (York Road) it
narrows to a four-lane road and the Bondi Road route continues in this fashion all the
way to Denham Street, Bondi where the line diverts into a purpose-designed deviation
via Fletcher Street to ease the grade down to Bondi Beach. (Two blocks of Housing
NSW flats, that were shortsightedly constructed in the tram easement where it passes
under Bondi Road, would have to be resumed and demolished and tenants relocated.)
Along the beach there is again a wide boulevard that can readily accommodate all
road-users and there is plenty of space for a tram terminus at the northern end of the
beach reserve.
From this summary description it can be seen that the Bondi Road segment is one
with the constraint that parking has had to be restricted to accommodate large
numbers of buses. Trams will help mitigate this situation because less of them will be
required, they will encourage more people to use public transport rather than drive
and will introduce a general traffic-calming effect by good infrastructure design. In
Oxford Street, Bondi Junction the issue is not as significant because, being a major
regional/retail centre, it has a large supply of off-street parking and through-traffic is
carried by the elevated bypass. The section from Waverley Depot to Bondi Road
could be fully-converted to a pedestrian mall with tram lines, as per Bourke Street in
Melbourne or Bahnhofstrasse in Zurich. (The mall already exists between Newland
and Adelaide Streets and the remaining sections from Waverley Depot to Bondi Road
are presently, in any case, effectively bus only.)
Any implementation study for the Bondi route needs to consider the relative merits of
routing the line via Bondi Road or Bellevue Hill, bearing in mind the various traffic,
parking, land-use and tram-operation issues, particularly the vital need for separation.
(The Bellevue Hill route also has potential at a later time for a line to the Rose Bay
district - both shopping centres - via Old South Head and Dover Roads.)
At the city end there are several potential CBD-entry options that can be analysed in
an implementation study. For example, Dr Glazebrook has proposed the use of Pitt
Street with a terminus south of Market Street. Alternatively, I have proposed, in my
2010 submission to the Shadow Minister, a ‘minimum-impact’ CBD entry by means
of offset tramlines along the Hyde Park edge of Oxford and Elizabeth Streets,
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emerging into the centre of Elizabeth Street where traffic diminishes north of King
Street to a round-the-block terminus at Martin Place (rail station). This line could be
extended further north at a later date but this mid-city terminus is considered perfectly
adequate (within walking distance for most users) to get the line up and running with
minimum impact.

Line diagram for CBD-east entrance and exit
Offset tramlines (illustrated above under ‘Stops’) are used a lot in Europe because of
their benefits for both motor traffic and pedestrians/passengers and were described in
the author’s 2010 submission to the Shadow Minister. The problem that mitigates
against offset lines in Australian cities is the prevalence of property-access driveways
(though less-so in older inner city areas) that effectively prevent their use - except for
goods deliveries that can be readily provided for on a controlled basis. However, there
is no such restriction along Elizabeth and Oxford Streets all the way from King Street
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to Taylor Square and it is recommended that offset lines along this sector be used to
avoid conflict between motor traffic, trams and their passengers.
East of Taylor Square, the line would move to the road centre (in dedicated lanes)
where stops would be in the form of side-island platforms (illustrated above under
‘Stops’). At stops, the two road lanes on each side of the tramline would merge into
one. This would only be a problem in peaks; in off peak, roadside parking (except at
tram stops) would result in one continuous traffic lane each side. The peak situation
would see a pinch-point traffic-filtering/calming effect at each tram stop, and thus
also probably a strenuous reaction from motorists, the RTA and NRMA. Generally
this may have to be weathered by emphasising the greater good and the fact that the
combined people moving capacity of the tram and private vehicles substantially
exceeds the current bus/private vehicle capacity in the same corridor (thus delivering
more potential customers to local businesses), but it may be possible on a case-bycase basis (depending on road width and roadside activity) to preserve vehicle lanes
by slewing lanes or offsetting tram platforms. This detail would have to be studied as
part of the implementation process.
In the narrower sections through Bondi Junction and Bondi Road, the only type of
platform that can be used is the drive-over ‘Vienna’ type (illustrated above under
‘Stops’ – and on which tram-activated traffic lights can be used if there are any car
driver-awareness issues).
However, much of the line through Bondi Junction would be in pedestrian mall (with
additions as suggested above) in which overseas experience indicates that
pedestrian/tram interaction is good and problem-free. However a useful safety
education/awareness method (used in Europe) that would help transition is the use of
bollards that light up and flash when a tram approaches (with a similar technique at
tram stops).
The only other transition issue that might arise on this line concerns the reinstatement
(widening) of the reservation along Oxford Street through Woollahra (opposite
Centennial Park). The original reservation had tramlines bordered by mature trees
along both sides. The RTA (the then DMR) removed these trees in the course of
widening the road and planted new deciduous trees (now maturing) in the centre of
the reservation where the tramlines were. There may be a public reaction to felling
these trees in order to reinstate the tramlines, based on a perception that the trees are
‘original’. However, it will most likely be possible to replant perimeter trees along the
original planting alignment on the outsides of the tramlines. Public education using
original images of the site should counteract any concern.
South-east lines (Project Three)
There are two interrelated projects proposed for this sector and both involve a
significant urban planning agenda, so a future Government would need to make major
long-term decisions about future directions for the south-eastern region and its
transport. This writer believes, from his planning and property background, that
south-eastern Sydney is an area ripe for major urban growth to take the pressure off
the need for land release/redevelopment at far distances on the urban fringe to the
west. While the south-east region has a good density as far south as Randwick,
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beyond this there is only low-density development from the interwar/postwar period
that is held back from potential for urban renewal by a bus system of limited capacity
(much of which capacity is dominated by servicing – poorly - of University of NSW).
UNSW, despite being the State’s biggest university, is the only university not served
by a rail link and its surrounds suffer from some of Sydney’s worst parking problems.
The present second-rate public transport also has a significant adverse effect on
students accessing the university from all over Sydney.
There are also major activity centres in the south-east that make a big call on public
transport: the Moore Park sporting and entertainment complexes and the Prince of
Wales health complex (three major hospitals and ancillary services), as well as
UNSW. In addition, Randwick centre is an area of high activity. Added to these is
Maroubra Junction which has become a very busy urban centre with the potential to
become as significant as Bondi Junction if the development potential of surrounding
suburbs was unlocked.
In conjunction with Dr Garry Glazebrook, and as shown in his 30-Year Plan
(Glazebrook 2009: A Thirty-year Public Transport plan for Sydney. UTS, 2009.
http://www.dab.uts.edu.au/research/outcomes/index.html) and the Sydney Morning
Herald (Christie) Inquiry, the author has designed a south-east network that has two
corridors coming together at Maroubra Junction, as follows.
City-Randwick/Coogee/Maroubra
One of these lines extends from the city (sharing the Bondi line from Martin Place to
Taylor Square), out along Flinders Street and the former Moore/Centennial Park tram
easement to Alison Road from where it would turn into Belmore Road, Randwick to
an initial terminus at High Cross Park, outside Prince of Wales Hospital. The line
could then be extended in later stages to the two popular and high-activity beach
centres:
•
•

Maroubra Junction via Avoca Street and then via wide unrestricted streets and
reserves to the former tram terminus at Maroubra Beach.
Coogee Beach via St Pauls and the former (still preserved) tramway easement
down to the beach.

Construction implications for this line are fairly mild except for the Flinders Street
segment where a couple of options can be considered.
As noted in the map of the city (Elizabeth Street/Oxford Street) line above, it is
proposed that offset lines be continued along the east side of Flinders Street (which is
free of driveways but will require access to local streets to be reoriented to Dowling
Street) until entering the former tram (now bus) reservation at Moore Park. Use of
offset running in this sector will, in particular, avoid conflict with (and bypass traffic
lights for) motor traffic entering Flinders Street from Albion Street and then turning
right (southbound) into South Dowling Street. With centre tramlines, traffic would
have to cross the tramlines twice, which would delay both trams and motor traffic.
This is a good example of where the ‘road lobby’ can be appeased by careful,
respectful design.
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The next issue in the Flinders Street sector is that the trams would be badly affected
by traffic lights at the busy Dowling Street and Moore Park Road intersections. The
details of this issue require further analysis but a radical (though more costly) solution
is grade-separation. Ideally, the tram should be kept at road-surface grade to enable a
surface stop serving west Paddington at Josephson Street. This would require the
RTA to construct underpasses to take Dowling Street and Moore Park Road under
Flinders Street, a major but quite feasible engineering project. Alternatively, the
tramline could be undergrounded, just subsurface, under Dowling Street and Moore
Park Road (above the tunnel entrance there) but this would involve the undesirable
alternatives of an underground stop at Josephson Street or deleting the stop altogether.
These options present the need for a decision that will have to be made based on study
of cost-effectiveness, convenience to residents and motorists, engineering etc.
The former tram reservation alongside Anzac Parade and Alison Road presents no
construction issues but it is strongly recommended that grade-separation (bridge or
underpass) be used at the Lang Road and Darley Road intersections, again to avoid
delay at these busy intersections. (The Lang Road grade-separation would also be
used by the Central-Maroubra Junction line to be discussed in the next section.) The
author, in his 2008 paper, also recommended a bus roadway alongside this tram
reservation from Darley Road to Lang Road to enable a local-stopping bus service to
operate from Clovelly/Randwick along Cleveland Street to Central without having to
compete with road traffic along Alison Road and Anzac Parade.
From near Darley Road (opposite the bus depot that would become a tram depot) up
to Belmore Road at Randwick there was a tram reservation but this was built over
with home units a few years ago so there is no alternative but for the trams to go up
the centre of Alison Road. Being a generous-width road, however, this is not a
significant problem.
In the four-lane Belmore Road (and through St Pauls) there would be a need to
remove parking but there is off-street parking provision in Randwick and, in this light,
it would be better to convert part of Belmore Road into a transit/pedestrian mall where
local/cross-regional buses could interchange with the trams.
At Coogee Beach the line would run from the southern end to the site of the former
loop terminus at the northern end. The traffic congestion in Arden Street can be
avoided, again, by an offset arrangement where the tramlines run in a pedestrianised
strip mall along the edge of the beach reserve on the eastern side of the street.
Central-UNSW/Maroubra Junction/La Perouse
This would be the most ambitious of the proposed projects and would be very much
linked to development of Maroubra Junction as a major regional centre. This corridor
was proposed for a metro line by the present Government and Dr Glazebrook also
considers that demand along this corridor would ultimately justify a metro line.
Whilst many have proposed the notion of simply reinstating the tram line that used to
run along this corridor to La Perouse, there is no doubt that the combination of
demand from UNSW and a major growth scenario for the south-east would ultimately
overwhelm the capacity of a conventional tram/light rail line (see comments below).
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On the other hand, a conventional line would be perfectly adequate at present
(providing vastly more capacity than the existing buses) and, most importantly, would
be affordable, whereas the capacity of a metro will not be needed for some time and
its huge cost would discourage implementation for some, possibly many years. The
solution to this situation used in many overseas cities is to build a light rail line, in
part, to metro standards so that conversion is more affordable and practically
achievable when the time comes. This is called a ‘Pre-metro’.
How is this done? A light rail line is a very simple affair (if not gold-plated, overengineered like the MLR line) with little more than surface track, substations, wires
and simple low-level platforms. A metro can be on surface as well as underground
but, either way, involves a fully-signalled line and stations that are very expensive to
build and run, especially if underground. Metros require staff (regardless of efforts to
automate), security, lighting, lifts, escalators, fire and evacuation facilities – and the
trains are more expensive. The least costly/easiest-to-implement components of a
metro are the track and tunnels (but not including underground stations). These are the
components that would be considered for introduction in a pre-metro.
This author’s proposition for the south-east corridor (as outlined in detail in my 2010
submission to the Shadow Minister) is a completely grade-separated light rail line
along the former corridor, using the extensive surface reservations as much as
possible where they exist but going underground where there are no reservations –
meaning the sectors between Chalmers Street and Moore Park and between
Kensington and Kingsford. Naturally, a cost-benefit analysis would need to be done to
weigh the merits of these underground segments against running on the surface road
(with all its traffic lights etc. that would slow the service down significantly). The
underground tunnels would be built to metro profile for future conversion.
Stops would be on the surface (or in open cuttings adjacent to underpasses at
Kingsford and Maroubra Junction) but the option of whether to construct underground
or surface stops at Kensington and UNSW would have to be studied. Underground
stops have the disadvantages described earlier and would almost certainly have to be
staffed for security reasons so should be avoided wherever possible. At Kensington
there is a wide central reservation in which the line could be brought to the surface (or
in an open cutting) for a stop. At UNSW the same could be done, but considering the
huge volume of patronage at this point the author’s preference would be for the line to
come to the surface for a stop in a pedestrian plaza right across the Anzac Parade with
road lines diverted underneath in short dives adjacent to each side of the tram stop.
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Stop in open cutting below road level in Prague
On the surface sections (in reservation), it is desirable that the line be grade-separated
(by bridge or underpass) at crossroads and intersections, but preliminary analysis
finds that there are surprisingly few such conflicts and plenty of scope for reducing
the number of crossings between Kingsford and La Perouse without much
inconvenience to road users. Naturally, the present parking lots in the central tram
reserve (particularly at Maroubra Junction) would be lost, meaning, again, that a
strategy for new off-street parking at centres would need to be developed.
From Kingsford southwards, a metro line can run on the surface (but with gradeseparation at cross-roads) quite readily, with a little adaptation from the tramline mainly raising and lengthening platforms, installing a signalling system and securing
from pedestrian intrusion. In my 2010 submission to the Shadow Minister I proposed
terminating the pre-metro line at Maroubra Junction with the Randwick tramline
continuing the transport task down to La Perouse. However, when the time comes to
convert the line to metro there is complete flexibility as to whether the line continues
further south as light rail or as metro. Any talk of an underground metro along this
wide corridor is expensive overkill (possibly something to do with the present
Government’s relationship with construction companies).
The pre-metro operational scenario proposed for this line is a grade-separated light
rail service using the same vehicle-type (tram) as the other lines but coupled in pairs
to give a crush capacity of up to 500-600 passengers per set. With two stub terminus
tracks at each end, the line would have potential for tram-sets to travel at headways as
close as 2 minutes, giving a potential maximum capacity of over 15,000 passengers
per hour per direction, much more than the capacity of the other light rail lines (if they
are similarly configured) and about 4 times the capacity of the existing bus service.
However, a proactive government would be planning for conversion to full metro
before this maximum capacity is approached. It is anticipated that conversion might
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be needed in two to three decades, depending on the rate of growth in the southeastern suburbs.
In terms of transition impacts, this line probably has the least, being mostly on
reservation. There would be some street work at Central around Chalmers Street and
Eddy Avenue and excavation between Kensington and Kingsford. Anzac Parade at
UNSW would probably have to be closed in halves/sections to construct a station
there. The tunnel between Chalmers Street and Moore Park would be deep bore, as
would some of the tunnel between Moore Park and Kingsford. The latter would rise to
sub-surface cut-and covers (or open cut or surface as discussed above) at the tram
stops at Kensington and UNSW but these would have to be replaced with deeper
stations when converted to metro (similarly at Moore Park which would initially be a
surface stop adjacent to a stop on the Randwick line). This section from Moore Park
to Kingsford would be the most disruptive to later convert to metro (replacement of
three tram stops with metro stations); the rest would be relatively simple.

LATER PROJECTS
Many of the issues described in this paper would be common also to later extensions
of a light rail system. A similar analysis can be done when such proposals are firmed
up. Establishment of a light rail system in inner Sydney would provide experience that
would be drawn on for future light rail lines, such as those proposed in western
Sydney by Dr Glazebrook (Glazebrook 2009).
The important factors to bear in mind with light rail are that:
It has the cheapest, quickest implementation.
It will not supplant major heavy rail links to further-out centres as it performs a
different-order public transport function.
It provides rail services (with higher capacity than bus services) to areas of major
demand/density where heavy rail (in tunnels underground) is not financially feasible.
It demonstrates and proves the ability to provide fully accessible transport to assist
with transit-oriented development (TOD) and reduce congestion and pollution
problems.
It demonstrates the State’s implementation capability that will help secure future
Federal funding support for major developments (e.g. new cross-harbour rail links and
feeders to major heavy rail interchanges such as Parramatta and Chatswood).
The link to UNSW will benefit people from all over Sydney.
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